Evaluating sustainability	


In the last 45 years funders have spent $5 trillion on international aid. Last year alone donor countries
spent $137 billion on development projects. The UN’s new Sustainable Development Goals call for longterm solutions. To date we have returned to evaluate the long-term results of only 1% of development
project. 	

	

So how do we know that our investments are actually sustainable? 	

Valuing Voices advocates extending the project cycle to find out, returning to evaluate sustained impact. 	


Why do sustained impact evaluation?	


 To investigate assumptions we make about
sustainability and understand unexpected
outcomes.	

 It represents good stewardship of taxpayer
money, and value for partners and investors.	

 We can scale up what works and stop doing
what doesn’t. 	

 It’s the right thing to do for participants.	


Full-cycle Evaluation:	

Returning post-project adds a new success measure in
international development.	


Value Voices: Create smarter, more efficient investments that build on local
capacity and foster true sustainability!	


VALUINGVOICES.COM	


Making sustainability measurement business as usual	

1

INVEST in sustainability impact evaluation: allocate 1% of project budgets to evaluations 2-10 years
after closeout.	


2

MAKE participant input mandatory throughout the project cycle.	


3

BUILD regional research centers to serve as repositories of sustained impact lessons and
institutionalize local leadership in evaluation. 	


4

DESIGN for sustained impact and long-term country-ownership through evaluating what continued,
what failed and why.	


5

PRIORITIZE accountability to participants and investors. Make consumer feedback loops integral to
measuring success, and fund future projects accordingly.	


What we offer	


ADVOCACY	

Promote new success measurements and ratings that put
participants and partners’ voices at the center of design and M&E. 	


EVALUATION	

Generate a larger evidence base and a repository of lessons
learned from post project evaluation and best practices in
regional knowledge centers.	


NETWORK	

Foster local and country ownership of projects. Build a network
of local evaluators and partners. 	


Join us and value the voices of those we serve.	

www.ValuingVoices.com Jindra@ValuingVoices.com +1-202-848-4783 	


